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ABSTRACT 
Next-generation wireless networks are expected to support exponentially in
creasing number of users and demands of data, which a11 rely on the essential 
media: spectrum. Notice that the 5G networks are featured either by wide 
bandwidth like mmWave systems, or by large-scale antennas like massive 
MIMO. We find those two trends. together with waveforming or beamform
ing, can lead to a common phenomenon: the spatial focusing effect. Based 
on this focusing effect, we propose a general spatial spectrum sharing frame
work that enables concurrent multi-users spectrum sharing without the re
quirement of orthogonal resource allocation. Simulation results show that 
both TR wideband and massive MIMO system can achieve equivalently high 
throughput performance with the spatial spectrum sharing scheme. 

Index Terms- Spectrum sharing, spatial focusing, massive MI
MO, time reversal , network association. 

1. INTRODUCTION 

Spectrum sharing has been continuously attracting the research com
munity [1] . In the literature, spectrum sharing for 5G networks has 
been preliminarily studied in [2]-[7] . The "software defined net
work" (SDN) technology was applied to the heterogeneous networks 
(HetNets) spectrum sharing in [2]. The prediction of the spectrum 
usage was introduced in [3] and another prediction of primary users' 
moving trajectory was proposed in [4]. Joseph Mitola III introduced 
a concept of public-private spectrum sharing in [5], while Kwan Ng 
et al. proposed to simuItaneously utilize licensed and unlicensed 
bands to improve the energy efficiency in [6]. From the perspectives 
of operators. the authors in [7] designed a coordination protocol a
mong operators based on reciprocity modeling. 

As one can see from the aforementioned works, the researchers 
have attempted to re-treat the spectrum sharing problem by incorpo
rating new technologies and concepts. Different from those existing 
works, we focus on a special phenomenon in 5G networks: the spa
tial focusing effect. especially when the bandwidth becomes wider 
and wider as in mmWave or the scale of antennas becomes larger 
and larger as in massive MIMO. This focusing effect is fundamen
tally due to the decreased correlation between the channel states of 
two different locations. On one hand, the massive number of anten
nas can create the channel state information with large dimension for 
each location. By utilizing a matched filter based precoder or equal
izer, the signal energy can concentrate on the corresponding location 
[8]. On the other hand. the wide bandwidth can help reveal multiple 
paths in a rich scattering environment, e.g., the scenarios of indoor 
or dense metropolis. By utilizing the time reversal (TR) technology 
[9], the signal energy can also concentrate on the intended location, 
generating the spatial focusing effect. 

This common spatial focusing phenomenon creates a tunnelling 
effect for each user at his/her own location, such that the interfer
ence among different users are rather weak. Thus. multiple users can 
concurrently conduct data transmission upon the entire spectrum by 
utilizing their corresponding channel state information as a unique 
signature. In essence. their locations have ideally separated them in 
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the spatial domain and each different location is just a spatial "white 
space". Therefore, this emerging spatial focusing effect enables us 
to develop a general spatial spectrum sharing scheme, which allows 
the reuse of the entire spectrum, instead of separating users either in 
time domain or in the spectrum domain like the traditional dynamic 
spectrum access technology. 

The remaining of this paper is organized as follows. Section 
11 presents the system models for both TR wideband and massive 
MIMO systems. Then. we analyze the SINR performance for both 
systems in Section III. Simulation results are shown in Section IV 
and conclusions are drawn in Section V. 

2. SYSTEM MODELS 

2.1. Time Reversal Wideband System 

In the TR wideband system, suppose there are M base stations (BSs) 
each equipped with 1>t antennas. and N user equipment (UEs) each 
with a single antenna. The channel between the 4>t -th antenna of the 
i-th BS and the j -th UE can be modeled by the large scale fading 
incurred by the distance attenuation combined the small scale fad
ing incurred ~ the multi-path environment. The small scale fading, 
denoted by h i ,}, can be written by 

htj = [htj[Ü], htj[l ], ... ,htj[L - 1l] , (I) 

where htj [k] represents the k-th tap of the channel impulse re
sponse (CIR) with length Land can be written by 

L - l 

h4>t[kl = '" h4>t, lo[k -l], (2) 
t , ) ~ t,J 

1= 0 

with 8[·] as the Dirac delta function. 
For the j-th UE, let us denote A j as the BS that the UE is 

associating with and denote NA j as the current set of UEs that 
are associating with BS A j besides the j-th UE. The intended 
message for those UEs belonging to NA j can be represented by 
{Xj, X l' ENA j }' where each of the sequence of information sym

bols X j or X l' are independent complex random variables with 
zero mean and JE [I X j,j' [k]1 2 ] = 1. This sequence of message is 

first up-sampled by the back-off factor D into {XJ
1D1 , xlf~N } 

J A j 

for the sake of alleviating the inter-symbol interference due to the 
delay spread. The up-sampled sequence is then convoluted with 
the signature generated by the CIRs. After that, all the convoluted 
messages are added up and transmitted into wireless channels. The 
transmission power of each BS's antenna is regarded as identical P , 
and the power allocation for the j-th TD can be denoted by P Aj,j, 
where it should be sati sfied that PA j,j + L l' ENA. PA j,j' = P. In 

J 

such a case, the transmission signal on the 4>t-th antenna of BS Aj 
can be written by 

S!: [kl=VPAj, j (xjDI *g!:,j) [kl+L VPA;.J' (xjf l *g!:,j') [kl (3) 
j'ENAj 
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where g! . J. is the signature between the 4>-th antenna of BS A j and 
J' 

the j-th UE. If considering basic TR signature, g! . J. should be: 
J' 

h~j)L - l - kJ 
gA j, j [kJ = ---r'==:========= 

JE [L:t=ü1 IhAj, j [I] 1
2

] 

(4) 

which is the normalized (by the average channel gain) complex con
jugate oftime reversed {h~j,j[k]}. 

For the receiver side of the TR wideband system, the received 
signal of the j -th UE can be represented as follows 

M <P t 

ylDI [kJ = '" '" d-:- <> / 2 (51)t * h1>t ) [kJ + n [k], (5) J L....; L....; t,) t t,) J 
i= l 4>t= l 

where di ,j represents the distance, a is the path loss coefficient, and 
n j represents the additive white Oaussian noise with variance (T2. 

2.2. Massive MIMO System 

In the massive MIMO system, suppose there are M BSs each as
sociated with a massive number of antennas iPm , and N UEs each 
with a single antenna with 1 « N « iPm . For the simplicity of 
expression, we assurne ft at fading for each antenna [10]: 

H i = {hL, hT,z , · .. , hT,INi I}' (6) 

where Ni represents the set of UEs that associate with the i
th BS and the number of UEs in Ni is denoted as INi I. In 
such a case, we have H i E e1'= x INi I, i.e., h i,j E Cl x 1'= is 
the small-scale fading channel between the i-th BS and the j -th 
UE in Ni . Here, the CSI is assumed to be perfectly known by 
the BSs. Let us denote the beamforming matrix of the i -th BS 
as Gi = {gi,1,gi,2, ... ,gi, INi l}' where G i E e1'm XINil and 

g i,j E e1'm X1 Suppose Si = [Si, 1 , S i,2 , ... , Si,lNi llT is the trans
mit symbols of the i-th BS wi th length determined by the number of 
UEs that associate with it, where Si E e lN i l xl and IE(SiS:) = I. 
Thus, the received signal of the j-th TD can be expressed by 

M 

Yj = L VPd~;"/2hi,j G i si + n j , (7) 
i= l 

where P represents the transmission power of each antenna, di,j 
represents the distance between the i-th BS and the j-th UE, a is the 

path loss coefficient, d~;/2 represents the large scale attenuation, 
and n j represents the additive white Oaussian noise with zero mean 
and variance (T2. 

3. SPATIAL FOCUSING EFFECT 

3.1. Ray-Tracing based Simulation 

As aforementioned, both TR wideband and massive MIMO system
s can exhibit this spatial focusing effect. However, the approach
es are different where the TR system relies on a wide bandwidth 
but the massive MIMO system relies on a large number of anten
nas. For the TR wideband system in a rich scattering environment 
with multi-path propagation (e.g., dense city or indoor scenarios), 
the wide bandwidth can help reveal those multiple paths from the 
transmitter to each specific location. The wider bandwidth can re
veal more multi-paths for each location, and thus can lead to less 
correlation between every two different locations' channels. Even
tually, by utilizing the time-reversed CIR of a specific location as 
the waveform of this location, the convolution of the waveform and 
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Fig. 1. Simulation setup for validating spatial focusing effect. 
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(a) TR wideband system. 
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(b) Massive MIMO system. 

Fig. 2. Spatial focusing effect of both systems. 

the channel can generate a unique peak at that specific location, with 
little energy leakage to the neighboring locations. For the massive 
MIMO system equipped with a large scale of antennas, those anten
nas can physically create a large dimension of CSI for each location, 
which also leads to the small correlation among difference locations. 
Therefore, by utilizing a simple matched filter precoder based on the 
CSI of a specific location, the signal energy can be spatially focused 
at that specific location. 

To validate this spatial focus ing effect, we construct a ray
tracing based simulation in a discrete scattering environment. As 
shown in Fig. 1, a total number of 400 effective scatters are dis
tributed randomly in a square area with dimension 200A x 200A, 
where A is the wavelength corresponding to the carrier frequency. 
In such a case, the wireless channel can be represented as a sum 
of multi-paths using the c1assical ray-tracing method. Without loss 
of generality, we adopt a single-bounce ray-tracing model in com
puting the channel impulse responses in both TR wideband and the 
large scale antenna array systems, where both systems are operated 
on 50Hz ISM band. The reftection coefficient of each scatter is cho
sen to be I.I.D. complex random variables with uniform distribution 
both in amplitude (from 0 to 1) and phase (from 0 to 27l'). For the 
large antenna array system as show in Fig. 1, the antennas are placed 
in a line facing the scattering area and the interval between each two 
antennas is A/ 2. Moreover, the distance between the transmitter and 
the intended location is chosen to be 500A. 

In the simulation, for the TR wideband system, it is assumed to 
be equipped with only a single antenna, and the bandwidth is tuned 
from 100 MHz to 500 MHz. By contrast, for the large antenna array 
system, the number of antennas is adjusted from 20 to 100, while 
the bandwidth of the system is fixed to be 1 MHz. This narrow-band 
configuration guarantees that the CIR has a single tap, which is a 
common assumption in OFDM-based massive MIMO literature [8]. 
In order to achieve the energy concentration at the intended location, 
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(b) Experiment results. 

Fig. 3. Spatial focusing effect of TR wideband system prototype. 

time-reversal mirror precoder and matched filter based precoder are 
applied in TR wideband and large antenna array systems. respective
Iy. As shown in Fig. 1, we consider the field strengths around the in
tended location with dimension 5-\ x 5-\. Fig. 2 shows the simulation 
results of both systems, where the maximal received signal strength 
is set to be OdB for normalization. We can clearly see that for the TR 
wideband system, the spatial focusing effect can be improved with 
wider and wider bandwidth. Similarly, for the large antenna array 
system, the increasing number of antennas can also lead to better 
spatial focusing effect. 

3.2. Prototype based Experiment 

To further verify the spatial focusing effect, we built a prototype of 
TR wideband system on a customized software-defined radio (SDR) 
platform, as shown in Fig. 3-(a). The hardware architecture com
bines a specific designed radio-frequency board covering the ISM 
band with 125 MHz bandwidth, a high-speed Ethernet port, and an 
off-the-shelf user-programmable module board. In this experiment, 
we measure the CIRs of a square region with dimension 5cm x 5cm 
on a channel probing table which is located in a typical office envi
ronment as shown in Fig.3. The intended location is chosen to be 
the center of the measured region and the corresponding normalized 
field strength is shown in Fig. 3-(b). We can see that the TR trans
mission can generate a c1ear energy focusing around the intended 
location, even under a not-so-wide bandwidth of 125 MHz. Rely
ing on this spatial focusing effect, the UEs at different locations can 
be ideally separated, which enables the concurrent data transmission 
over the entire spectrum. 

4. SPATIAL SPECTRUM SHARING PERFORMANCE 

Although the spatial focusing effect can help separate multi-users' 
simultaneous transmission, the non-ideal uncorrelated channels can 
still lead to minor inference to each other. Hence, we quantify such 
interference for both systems in this section as weil as the effective 
SINR performance. As we will see later, an interesting phenomenon 
shows that the SINR expression of both TR wideband and massive 
MIMO systems share the same formulation, which is fundamentally 
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due to the similar spatial focusing effect existing in both systems. 

4.1. Time Reversal Wideband System 

Let us consider the multi-user downlink transmission of a TR wide
band system. The j-th UE just simply performs a one-tap ga in ad
justment aj to the received signal to recover the signal and then 
down-samples it with the same back-offfactor D. Thus, the received 
signal of the j-th UE, denoted by Yj [k ], can be written as folIows: 

M (2L - 2 )j D1> , 

Yj[k]= aj L L L d~jj2(stt*htj ) [Dl]+aj nj[k] . (8) 
;=1 l=ü 4>,= 1 

To better understand Yj [k], we further re-write it: 

1>, 

Yj[k]= aj L JpA j.j X j[k] . dA ;,;z (h~j,j *g~j,j ) [L - l ]+ 
4>=1 

(2~2)jD 1> , 

aj L L JpA j,jXj[k - I] . dA;,;Z (h~j,j *g~j,j ) [DI]+ 
l=ü 4>= 1 

1#( L - 1)jD 

(2 ~2)jD1> , 

aj L L LJPAj,j'Xj'[k- l]-dA;,;Z(h~j,j*g!j,j ,) [Dl]+ 
j'E./VAj=Ü 4>=1 

(2~2)jD1> , 

aj ""' ""' ""' JpA , j ' Xj'[k - I]-dA"jJ2 (h~ J*9!,) [DI] ~ ~ ~ J ' j " j " j ' ,J 
J' lc./VAj=ü 4>=1 

+ aj n j[k ], (9) 

where the first term is the intended signal, the second term is the 
inter-symbol interference (ISI), the third term is the inter-user inter
ference (lVI) caused by the UEs that share the same BS, and the 
fourth term is the inter-cell interference (ICI). 

Theorem 1: The SINR performance of the TR wideband system, 
when the equal power allocation and the time reversal waveform are 
applied, is as follows 

SINR . _ 6 
J- 6 + 6( IN Aj l+ l)dÄj ,j' 

(10) 

M 

6 = o} / P + Ld;-:r (l3) 

i= l 

(1+e-~) (1+ e-~) - 2e-~ (1+e-~) 

(1 -e ~i' ) (1+ e ;; ) (1 -e ~i' ) 

Proof Due to the page limit, please find the prove in the supple
mentary file [11]. 
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Fig. 4. SINR and rate performance of both systems. Simulation settings: 3 BSs, SNR=20dB, path loss Cl: = 4. 

4.2. Massive MIMO System 

Let us consider the multi-user downlink transmission of a massive 
MIMO system. Since the BSs have performed beamforming based 
on the CSI, the UE can simply do the one-tap detection to receive 
the signal. Similar to the TR wideband system, the received signal 
of the j-th UE can be formulated by the summation of the intended 
signal, IUI and ICI, as folIows: 

M 

Yj = L VPd~:!2hi ,jGisi + nj 
i= l 

'" ~].,d-AQ!2hA ' JgA ]"sA' J"+ ~ V" Aj,]' j,J J' J' J' 
j/ ENA j 

M 

L VPd~:!2hi ,j Gi si + nj , (14) 

where A j denotes the BS that the j-th TO will associate with, h Aj ,j 

denotes the CSI between the BS and the j-th UE, BAj ,j denotes the 
intended symbol for the j-th UE, gA j,j denotes the beamforming 
vector for the j-th UE, NA j denotes the current set of TOs that also 
associate BS A j besides the j-th UE, and nj represents the noise. In 
the last equality of (14), the first term is the intended signal for the 
j-th UE, while the second term is the IUI and the third term is the 
ICI for the j-th UE. 

Theorem 2: The SINR performance of the massive MIMO sys
tem, when the equal power allocation and the maximum ratio com
bining (MRC) beamforming are applied, is as folIows: 

SINRj = I;~ , 
I;~ + 1;3 (IN A j I + 1) d A j ,j 

(15) 

M 

I;~ = (<Dm + Ih, I;~ = -I', 1;3 = Ldi,jl' + o} /P. (16) 
i=l 

Proof Oue to the page limit, please find the prove in the supple
mentary file [11] . 

5. SIMULATION RESULTS 

In this section, we conduct simulation to evaluate the performance 
of the spatial spectrum sharing. The systems are set as 1 GHz for the 
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TR wideband system with a single antenna, and as 40 MHz for the 
massive MIMO system with 100 transmission antennas. For the TR 
wideband system, the sampling period T s = 1 ns, back off factor 
D = 16, the channellength is typically L = 256 and the root mean 
square delay spread is typically (7T = 128Ts , according to the IEEE 
802. 15.4a outdoor non-line-of-sight channels. While for the massive 
MIMO system, OFOM technology is adopted for each antenna and 
each subcarrier is considered to be with channel length L = l. 

Fig. 4-(a,b) shows the SINR performance of the new arrival UE 
in both TR wideband and massive MIMO systems under different 
numbers of existing UEs in the associated BS, i.e ., from 1 UE to 10 
UEs. The distance between the new UE and the associated BS is 
configured as 1m, 5m and 10m, respectively, which are correspond
ing to the three curves in each sub-figure of Fig. 4. The distances be
tween the new UE and the other two interference BSs are set as 20m. 
Generally, the results in both sub-figures show that when the nu m
ber of existing UEs increases, i.e. , the associated BS becomes more 
and more crowded, the SINR of each individual UE decreases due 
to the power sharing and IUI. Meanwhile, the farther distance be
tween the new UE and the associated BS can also lead to decreased 
SINR due to the path loss. Moreover, we also show the numerical 
achievable data rate of the new UE in Fig. 4-(c). Note that the TR 
wideband data rate is calculated by B / D 10g(1 + SINR) and the 
massive MIMO data rate is calculated by B 10g(1 + SINR). It can 
be seen that both systems can achieve equivalently high throughput 
either by wide bandwidth for TR wideband or by a large number of 
antennas for massive MIMO. 

6. CONCLUSIONS 

In this paper, we proposed a general spatial spectrum sharing archi
tecture based on the spatial focusing characteristic in both TR wide
band and massive MIMO systems. Relying on this spatial focus
ing phenomenon phenomenon, we analyzed the SINR performance 
of concurrently spatial spectrum sharing for both TR wideband and 
massive MIMO systems. It turned out to be that the SINR of both 
systems shared exactly the same expression under the equal power 
allocation scenario. To summarize, with the trends of wider band
width and larger scale of antennas, spatial focusing effect becomes 
the uniqueness of next generation networks. This effect can be a 
bridge that separates the physicallayer and MAC layer design, where 
the physical layer design should focus on how to strengthen this fo
cusing effect in order to alleviate interference, while the MAC layer 
design should concentrate on how to utilize this effect to accommo
date more users. 
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